
Supporting teens resilience to
Media Messaging
The reality of social media use is that your teen will have a greater exposure to highly stylised and 
stereotypical bodies as well as an abundance of health, wellness and fitness information. This tip sheet helps 
you support your teen to be Body Kind, while online. 

Watch the 
accompanying 

video here

Social media is a very important part of young people’s 
lives. There are lots of positive aspects.

However, when it comes to body image, research 
suggests that social media does more harm than good, 
and that how we use social media is more important 
than how much time we spend on it.

Social media promotes narrow beauty ideals and drives 
appearance comparisons. Investing a lot of time and 
effort in taking, editing and posting images and seeking 
validation through likes and comments can also be 
problematic when it comes to body image.   

Tips to help your teen be Body Kind online

• Educate yourself about the latest platforms, including their privacy settings and in-built 
wellbeing functions. Ask your teen as the ‘expert’ to show you around the ones they use.

• Establish boundaries early, set up safety measures, keep devices out of bedrooms and 
discuss all things social media up-front.  Prevention is better than cure! Banning or 
heavily restricting social media may not always be the best approach.

• Encourage your teen to become aware of how being online makes them feel.  Does it 
motivate and inspire or lead to criticism or negative body comparisons?  If it’s not 
making them feel good suggest they take a break, unfollow, block, or press mute. 
Remember, Fear Of Missing Out (FOMO) is a thing for teens, so taking a break can be 
challenging.  Try to be open-minded and keep offering gentle encouragement.

• Social media literacy involves understanding the tricks used to create images and 
exploring the messages underneath.  Empower your teen to question what they see as 
research shows that this can have a positive influence on body image.

• Ensure that your teen is authentic and Body Kind to others, when they are posting and 
commenting online.

• Encourage your teen to ‘post’ themselves as a whole person; interests, hobbies, 
passions – rather than just body parts or appearances. They can control what they see 
and post!

• Role model what you want your teen to do. Adults are not immune to the pressures or 
intensity of social media. If it’s no longer fun, take some time away.

Resources

E-safety commission 

Dove Self-Esteem Project

Dove ‘Selfie Talk’ video 
(to watch with tween girls)

Dove #selfesteemathome with 
Bodyposipanda (to watch with teen girls)

Seek support early if concerned.
Eating disorders are complex mental  

and physical illnesses. 
Despite best parenting efforts, serious eating 

and body image issues do develop. 
For more information see the video and tips 

sheet ‘What to do if you are Concerned’

@thebutterflyfoundation

Check out body positive 
accounts. Some may also be 

good for your teen.

However, still encourage them 
to tune in to feelings. If it 

doesn’t make them feel good, 
then it’s their sign that the 
page isn’t great for their 

body image.

Taking selfies and digitally 
manipulating images can be a 

form of creativity and 
self-expression, but spending a 
lot of time on this can be a sign 

of body dissatisfaction. 
Check-in with 

your teen!

.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLbYo03u5Bg
https://www.esafety.gov.au/
https://www.dove.com/au/dove-self-esteem-project.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z2T-Rh838GA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z2T-Rh838GA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbfcq2j0_ZA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdjo4o2vEbw
https://www.instagram.com/thebutterflyfoundation/
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